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The expiration date of your subscription is printed on the top line of the mailing label on this book and is indicated as S2016, S2017, etc. followed by the month of expiration. An example would be S120712, which means that your current subscription will expire at the end of December 2017.

The cost of printing and mailing these books is such that we can no longer mail them to folks who are not purchasing. If you have not purchased from The Cutting Edge® anytime during the past twelve months, you will need to subscribe as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>Annual Subscription - within the USA</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL-INT</td>
<td>Annual Subscription - International</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you are currently receiving an e-mail notice of a posted PDF of the book, you will continue to receive that e-mail. If you do not receive this catalog free as an online PDF and wish to, send an e-mail to ce-info@cuttingedge.com or call 800-255-9034 and tell us to send you an e-mail when the PDF is posted.

When you find one or more knives that you would like to purchase, make a phone call immediately to 800-255-9034. In most instances, there is only one of each of the knives and some will go quickly. Orders for these knives cannot be placed online. We can charge your purchase to Mastercard, Visa or Discover, or we can hold a knife for up to ten business days if you wish to send a check.

cuttingedge.com continues to be very active with new knives added on the Wednesday closest to the 1st of each month, and prices on knives that have been listed over 30 days are lowered on the Wednesday closest to the 15th of each month. A reminder is sent on each of these Wednesdays as a part of the A. G. Russell™ Weekly Special. Be sure that we have your current e-mail address so you can get those reminders. Send the e-mail address to ag@agrussell.com or call us at 800-255-9034.

Preview Period:

Any knife purchased from this list may be returned within 14 days for a refund. If you return the knife after the 14 days, we will happily put it on consignment for you.

Standard Shipping (48 States) $8.95
Accelerated Service (48 States) 4-5 days add $7.00
Expedited Service (48 States) 3-4 days add $15.00
Express Service (48 States) 1-2 days add $30.00
Alaska, Hawaii & Territories (U. S. Mail) add $7.00

Shipping outside the U.S. will be billed at actual cost.

Orders for these knives cannot be placed online. All fixed blades include a sheath unless otherwise noted. Folders do not include a pouch unless so indicated.

Colt Knives - Barry Wood Swing Folder
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Maroon Micarta Handle Scales, Stainless Liners, 4 3/8˝ Closed, 4 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a cloth pouch.

Walt Kneubuhler - English Style Bowie
Fixed Blade, Coffin Shaped Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 8˝ Clip Blade, Carbon Steel, Ancient Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Nkl Slvr Butt Caps, 12 ¼ Overall, Pre-owned. Probably made in the 1960s or 70s. The blade has a mirror polish finish. It has some long scratch marks on the blade. Probably from the sheath. The tang is marked W K with an anvil. The Ivory handles are not cracked. The knife does have handling marks on it and it has rust on the blade. The blade has also been lightly resharpened. It comes with a nickel silver and leather throated sheath.

Randall Knives - Model 5-5 Camp & Trail
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 5˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The front side of the blade has a tiny thin rust spot on the lower half of the blade about half way to the tip. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.

Randall Knives - Model 4 Small Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Black & Brass Spacer, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath and a sharpening stone.

Walter Kneubuhler - Nessmuk
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 5 1/4˝ Blade, Carbon Steel, Maple Wood Handle Scales, 10 1/4˝ Overall, Circa-1970s. The blade has a satin finish and some pitting on both sides. It does not appear to have been used but has been very carefully resharpened. It comes with the original brown leather sheath with brass dots.

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Steve Jennings - Skinner
Fixed Blade, 3 1/2˝ Blade, Stacked Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Polished Pommel, Red & N.S. Spacers, 8 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The handle is stacked with different woods and micarta. The stag crown is pinned. There is a tiny bit of rust on the guard where the blade meets it. Comes with a hand tooled brown leather sheath.
KLSP96134 $380.00

Randall Knives - Model 18 Attack Survival
Fixed Blade, 7 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Cord Wrapped Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Pommel, 13˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The butt cap unscrews for storage inside the handle. No compass. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96135 $625.00

Randall Knives - Model 14 Attack
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7 1/2˝ Combo Blade, Stainless Steel, Green Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 12˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96136 $610.00

J.P. Miller - Damascus Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Burnt Stag Handles, 8 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Nice stag. It comes with a dark brown almost black color leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP96140 $475.00

Jim Behring - Dagger Set
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tangs, 6˝ Spear Blade, 3 1/2˝ Spear Blade, Hammer Forged Carbon Steel, Stag Handles, Brass Guards, Blk, Wht, Brs Space, 10 3/4˝ & 7 1/2˝, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This set is very rare. The blades have a satin finish and are both double edged. They come with two separate sheaths. The small one has a boot clip on the back side. The larger sheath is for belt carry. The tooled pattern is the same on both sheaths. They also come in two zipper pouches.
KLSP96141 $1525.00

P.J. Tomes - Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Black Lip Pearl Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 3˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. Probably made in the 80s or 90s. The blade has a half stop. The knife is nice and tight. It does not come with a pouch.
KLSP96144 $405.00

Mel Pardue - Kris Lockback Folder
Folder, 4˝ Kris Blade, Stainless Steel, Red Jigged Bone Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 5 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and is marked Pardue with a serial number 06. The bolsters also have a satin finish. This knife was probably made in the 70s or 80s. The liners are jeweled. There is one tiny spot on the blade by the tang on the front side. It looks like rust but it is just a flaw in the steel. There are some very light handling marks on the bolsters. It comes in a cloth pouch.
KLSP96145 $985.00

Freddie Watt - Midlock Folder
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Desert Ironwood Burl Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 4 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The bolsters and caps also have a mirror polish finish. Serial number #016. Smooth open & close. Probably made in the 1980s. It does not come with a pouch.
KLSP96146 $475.00

Russell Easler - Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade and bolsters have a satin finish. No chips or cracks in the pearl. Smooth and easy open and close. No Pouch.
KLSP96148 $405.00

E.G. Peterson - Lockback Folder
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade and bolsters have a mirror polish finish. The bolsters have some very light scuffs and scratches from handling. It has a leather lanyard. No pouch
KLSP96150 $655.00

W.E. “Bill” Ankrom - Tactical Lockback Folder
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 4 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The top has a very thin edge but is not sharpened. Tight lock-up. Very smooth open & close. It has some very light handling marks on the bolsters. No pouch.
KLSP96151 $585.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W.E. &quot;Bill&quot; Ankrom - Lockback Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 2 5/8” Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver, Nickel Silver Liners, 3 7/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. Probably made in the 80s or 90s. Locks up tight. Opens and closes smooth and easy. No pouch.</td>
<td>$585.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Stone - Slip Joint Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/8” Clip Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Jigged Bone Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Brass Liners, Bowtie Shield, 4 1/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The bolsters were engraved by Simon Lyton. The tang is stamped Bluck Stone maker. Nice and tight. Probably made in the 80s or 90s. It does not come in a pouch.</td>
<td>$535.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Donnelly - Drop Point Hunter</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4 1/2” Blade, Donnelly Damascus Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Brass Bolsters, Brass Butt Caps, 9 1/2” Overall, New from the maker. The spacers are wood, brass, and stone. The top of the blade and tang are vine fileworked. It comes with a heavy duty leather sheath that is black leather with a tan croc skin insert. No zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$715.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Knives - Model 14 Attack</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7 1/2” Combo Blade, Stainless Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, 12” Overall, Pre-owned. Has been carried, used, and resharpened. Has a previous initials on the escutcheon plate on the handle. It is an older knife. It comes with a brown leather sheath with the baby dot snaps. The back side of the sheath has been cut for probably strap carry. No zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$535.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Hanson - Damascus Linerlock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 2 7/8” Blade, Pattern Damascus Steel, Green Mammoth Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Gold Screws, 3 5/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Beautiful well matched handle scales. The liners are fileworked all the way around. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$1795.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you have knives to sell?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don Hanson - Damascus Linerlock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, Banana Shaped Handle, 4 1/2” Blade, Damascus Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Purple Titan Liners, Gold Screws, 5 1/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The liners are vine fileworked all the way around. The backspacer is damascus and is also fileworked. Premium pearl on the handles. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$1795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Martin - Interframe Persian Lockback</td>
<td>Folder, 1 3/4” Blade, Pattern Damascus Steel, Nickel Silver Frame, 2 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Premium mother of pearl inlays. The bail is nickel silver and also engraved. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$1705.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete Peterson - Damascus Linerlock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 2 5/8” Blade, Pattern Damascus Steel, Blue Mammoth Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Liners, 3 5/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The tang is marked Pete. Turquoise inlay in the thumbstud. It comes in a brown leather pocket pouch.</td>
<td>$895.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey McBurnette - Interframe Midlock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 2 3/4” Blade, Nickel Silver Frame, Mammoth Ivory Inlays, 3 7/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The frame is fileworked all the way around. The top of the blade and backspring are fileworked. Beautiful craftsmanship. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$2515.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim &amp; Joyce Minnick - Persian Style Lockback</td>
<td>Folder, 2 1/2” Blade, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Black Chrome Bolster, Black Chrome Liners, Gold Inlays, 3 5/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters have a pattern on them with gold. Smooth and easy open and close. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$1705.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Hodgson - Interframe Lockback Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 2 3/8” Clip Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, 416 Stainless Frame, 3 1/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The frame and blade have a hand rubbed satin finish. The frame has premium mother of pearl inlays. Smooth open and close. Solid lock-up. This is a beautiful knife. It comes in a zipper pouch.</td>
<td>$2695.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ross Norfleet - Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 1/2” Blade, Blue Mammoth Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Liners, 3 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters are pattern damascus. The thumbstud has a cats eye stone. The handle scales are well matched. It comes in a cloth pouch.
KLSP96169 $ 715.00

Jess Horn - Boot Folder
Folder, 3 1/8” Blade, Elephant Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 4 1/8” Closed, Circa-1979. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The shield on the front of the handle is marked Kansas City 1979 J. Horn. There are two tiny cracks in the handles. One is on the front side at the middle bottom pin and the other one is on the back side at the top front pin. The serial number on this knife is #002. Smooth open and close. This knife has been in a collectors case all of its life. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96170 $ 2955.00

Steven Hoel - Interframe Midlock Coke Bottle
Folder, 3 1/4” Clip Blade, Stainless Steel Frame, 4 3/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The frame has a mirror polish finish and has mother of pearl and abalone inlays. The serial number is #01. It comes in a cloth pouch.
KLSP96171 $ 1525.00

Joe Kious - Lockback Folder
Folder, 3 3/16” Blade, Stainless Steel Frame, Stainless Liners, Sheep Horn Inlays, 4 1/2” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The blade and backspring are rope fileworked. Both sides are engraved. Smooth open & closed. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96173 $ 1345.00

Leon “Worm” Pittman - Interframe Midlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4” Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, Stainless Steel Frame, 3 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 1985. Desert ironwood inlays. The blade and frame both have a mirror polish finish. Serial number #001. The frame has a few light scuffs and tiny scratches from handling. It come in a pocket pouch.
KLSP96174 $ 805.00

William Henry Knives - B5 Breckenridge Button Lock
Folder, 2 1/2” Blade, Copper Wave Damascus Steel, 58-59 RC, Titanium Frame, Snakewood Inlays, 3 1/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2008. Serial number 08/50. The stones in the button lock and thumbstud are spessartite. The bail is sterling silver with a leather lanyard and stainless steel beads. It comes with a brown shark skin leather clip case and a certificate of authenticity in the original box.
KLSP96178 $ 985.00

William Henry Knives - B10 A.G. Russell Exclusive
Folder, 2 3/4” Blade, Typhoon Damascus Steel, Interior Mammoth Ivory Scales, Koftgari Bolsters, Titanium Liners, Citrine Gemstones, 3 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2007 as an exclusive to A.G. Russell Knives. Serial number 001/100. The bail is sterling silver with a leather lanyard and mammoth ivory beads. It comes with a brown shark skin leather clip case and a certificate of authenticity in the box.
KLSP96179 $ 1345.00

William Henry Knives - G30 AG2 Gentac Button Lock
Folder, 3 1/8” Blade, Hornet’s Nest Damascus Steel, 59-60 RC, Wave Mokume Frame, Mammoth Ivory Inlays, 3 7/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2007 exclusively for A.G. Russell Knives. Serial number 05/50. White topaz stones in the thumbstud and button lock. It has a titanium pocket clip on the back side. It comes with a certificate of authenticity and the original box.
KLSP96180 $ 1435.00

William Henry Knives - B10 AG3 Button Lock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4” Blade, Ribbon Lace Damascus Steel, Mammoth Tooth Handle Scales, Titanium Bolsters, Titanium Liners, White Topaz Stones, 3 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2007 exclusively for A.G. Russell Knives. The bail and beads are sterling silver. It comes with a black ostrich leather clip case and a certificate of authentication in the box.
KLSP96181 $ 1255.00

William Henry Knives - B5 Chardonnay Button Lock
Folder, 2 5/8” Blade, Typhoon Damascus Steel, Blued Squiggle Damascus Frame, Snakewood Inlays, 3 1/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2007. Serial number 05/50. The frame has gold lip pearl inlays. The gemstones are blue sapphires. The bail is sterling silver with a leather lanyard and stainless & sterling silver beads. It comes with a black shark skin leather clip case and a certificate of authentication in the original box.
KLSP96182 $ 1795.00

Find More Knives at cuttingedge.com®

1-800-255-9034
**Burt Foster - Damascus Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Pattern Damascus Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Damascus Guard, Nickel Silver Pins, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked 20MS08 on the back side of the tang. High polished stag that is well matched. It comes with a brown leather tooled sheath with a rayskin insert. All comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96184  $1165.00

---

**Bill Levengood - Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, BG-42 Stainless Steel, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The top of the blade has filework for your thumb. Beautiful handle scales. It comes with a brown leather hand tooled sheath and a zipper pouch.

KLSP96188  $425.00

---

**Mark Steinbrecher - Custom Linerlock Folder**

Folder, 3 1/4˝ Drop Point, Polished Carbon Fiber Scales, Prpl Titanium Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. It does not appear to have been used or carried but the blade has been resharpened. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes in a soft brown leather pocket pouch. It has a purple titanium pocket clip on the back of the handle.

KLSP96189  $315.00

---

**Jack Roberts - Drop Point Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, 58-59 RC, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Brass Guard, Red Liners, 8 3/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The tiger eyes scrimshaw on the front handle scale was done by Barbara Roberts. It has a small amount of brass corrosion on the top of the guard. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath made by the maker. It also comes in the original box.

KLSP96191  $565.00

---

**Steve Hostetler - Linerlock Folder**

Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Amboyna Burl Wood Scales, Mokume Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 7/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried but does have some light scuffs and scratches from being handled. Single thumbstud. The blade has a mirror polish finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96192  $450.00

---

**Bob Dozier - Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/8˝ Blade, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Dark Red Liners, Brass Pins, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The blade is hollow ground and has a semi-satin finish. The handle scales have some slight shrinkage. The front handle scale has a small crack on the edge at the butt. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96193  $645.00

---

**Steve Brooks - Fighter**

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 6 1/2˝ Blade, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Brass Pins, 11 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. May have been very lightly used. Very carefully and lightly resharpened. The top of the blade has 2 1/2˝ sharpened. The blade and guard have scuffs and scratches from being handled. Serial number 8927. It comes with a brown leather half sheath with a belt loop made on it.

KLSP96194  $645.00

---

**Dan Dennehy - Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Black Micarta Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, White Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and is marked Dan-D with a three leaf clover. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96195  $400.00

---

**Jay Hendrickson - Trailing Point Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Coffin Shaped Handle, Full Narrow Tang, 5˝ Upswept Blade, W 2 & 203 E Damascus Steel, Curly Maple Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Scalloped Wood Butt, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Both sides of the handle have escutcheon plates. The guard is three piece with brass rope in the middle. Lots of silver wire inlays. It comes with a leather sheath with a tupelo wood core that is felt lined. It also comes with a certificate of authenticity. Made in 2008.

KLSP96196  $1450.00

---

**Jay Hendrickson - Classic Clip Point Hunter**

Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 5 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 1084, 15N20, 440 Damascus, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nkl Slvr Butt Cap, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Both sides of the handle have carvings of oak leaves and acorns with silver wire inlays. The guard and butt cap are both fileworked. It comes with a black sharkskin leather sheath with bass wood lined and a nickel silver acorn. It also comes with a certificate of authenticity. Made in 2004.

KLSP96197  $1795.00
Jay Hendrickson - Trailing Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 5˝ Upswept Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Curly Maple Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a semi-satin finish. The pommel is hand carved into a scalloped pattern and the pattern is outlined in silver wire. Both sides of the handle are embellished. The guard is fileworked. It comes with a dark brown leather pouch and a certificate of authenticity. 
KLSP96198 $ 1365.00

Fred Carter - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 7/8˝ Blade, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters have a satin finish and have some scuffs and scratches from sliding in and out of the sheath. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP96203 $ 565.00

Randall Knives - Model 4-5 Big Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, Narrow Tang, 5˝ Upswept Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, India Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Circa, mid 1960s. It has been used, carried, & resharpened. Seven spacer configuration. In very good condition for its age. No cracks or chips in the handle. The guard has some corrosion spots from being left in the sheath. It comes with a roughback leather sheath. No loose or broken stitches on the sheath. It also comes with a grey combination crystalon sharpening stone. One owner. Purchased from Bo Randall.
KLSP96201 $ 1045.00

Lee Thompson - Lockback
Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the late 1970s or very early 80s. The name Thompson is etched in the top middle of the blade. This knife is out of an old collection. No pouch.
KLSP96208 $ 480.00

Jim Sasser - Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spey Blade, Stainless Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Brass Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The bolsters and handles have some very light scuffs and scratches from handling. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. It does not come in a pouch.
KLSP96207 $ 565.00

J.D. "John" Dennehy - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 7 5/16˝ Clip Blade, Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Double Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 12 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. John Dennehy is the son of the late Dan Dennehy. The blade on this knife has a mirror polish finish. The back side of the blade is the navy seal stamped in and is marked "Honoring those who have served our country". There is one small rust spot on the blade at the top of the blade has the navy seal stamped in and is marked "Honoring those who have served our country". There is one small rust spot on the blade at the top middle of the blade. This knife is out of an old collection. No pouch.
KLSP96200 $ 480.00

Doc Hagen - Tail Lock Folder
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. There are some small very narrow cracks on the stag at the butt. The backspring is fileworked. Does not come in a pouch.
KLSP96206 $ 565.00

Randall Knives - Model 4-5 Big Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless Steel, 61-62 RC, Bocote Wood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Black Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a booklet and order forms on George Harron Knives. Serial number 2587. No sheath. It comes with a zipper pouch.
KLSP96199 $ 725.00

Pat Crawford - One Hand Knife
Folder, 3 5/16˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stainless Frame, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or resharpened but has been very lightly carried. The blade and frame have a beadblast finish. There is a pocket clip on the back of the handle. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96204 $ 380.00

Jim Sasser - Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spey Blade, Stainless Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Brass Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The bolsters and handles have some very light scuffs and scratches from handling. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. It does not come in a pouch.
KLSP96207 $ 565.00

Fred Carter - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/8˝ Blade, Cocobolo Wood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters have a satin finish and have some scuffs and scratches from sliding in and out of the sheath. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP96203 $ 565.00

George Herron - Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, 154CM Stainless Steel, 61-62 RC, Bocote Wood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Black Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a gray combination crystolon sharpening stone. One owner. Purchased from Bo Randall.
KLSP96198 $ 1365.00

Deceased maker.

Pat Crawford - One Hand Knife
Folder, 3 5/16˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stainless Frame, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or resharpened but has been very lightly carried. The blade and frame have a beadblast finish. There is a pocket clip on the back of the handle. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96204 $ 380.00

Randy Phillips - Button Lock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters also have a satin finish. The button lock releases the blade. It does not come with a pouch.
KLSP96205 $ 565.00

J.D. "John" Dennehy - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 7 5/16˝ Clip Blade, Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Double Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 12 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. John Dennehy is the son of the late Dan Dennehy. The blade on this knife has a mirror polish finish. The back side of the blade has the navy seal stamped in and is marked "Honoring those who have served our country". There is one small rust spot on the blade at the top middle of the blade. This knife is out of an old collection. No pouch.
KLSP96200 $ 480.00

Randall Knives - Model 4-5 Big Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, Narrow Tang, 5˝ Upswept Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, India Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Circa, mid 1960s. It has been used, carried, & resharpened. Seven spacer configuration. In very good condition for its age. No cracks or chips in the handle. The guard has some corrosion spots from being left in the sheath. It comes with a roughback leather sheath. No loose or broken stitches on the sheath. It also comes with a grey combination crystalon sharpening stone. One owner. Purchased from Bo Randall.
KLSP96201 $ 1045.00

Doc Hagen - Tail Lock Folder
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. There are some small very narrow cracks on the stag at the butt. The backspring is fileworked. Does not come in a pouch.
KLSP96206 $ 565.00

Jim Sasser - Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 3˝ Spey Blade, Stainless Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Brass Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The bolsters and handles have some very light scuffs and scratches from handling. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. It does not come in a pouch.
KLSP96207 $ 565.00

Fred Carter - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 7/8˝ Blade, India Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Dark Red Liners, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The front bolster has some scuffs and scratches from sliding in and out of the sheath. The bolsters have a satin finish. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath from the maker.
KLSP96202 $ 615.00
Patrick Donovan - Lockback Folder
Fixed Blade, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Zebra Wood Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1980s or 90s. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The blade is marked Patrick in script. No pouch.

KLSP96209 $ 480.00

Joe Malloy - Custom Lockback
Folder, 3˝ Clip Blade, Thomas Raindrop Damascus Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Titanium Liners, Gold Pearl Button, 4 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This knife was made for a giveaway for the Guild Show in New Orleans in 1999. Linda Karst did the color scrimshaw of old New Orleans on the front handle scale. The liners are fileworked and are highlighted with blue. The thumbstud has an ivory inlay. The backspring is also damascus. It comes in a walnut wood and glass display case with all of the information on the knife, a show program with this knife on the front cover, a knifemakers guild patch, and a page from Blade Magazine later that year with a picture of this knife. The knife will be shipped in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96210 $ 1865.00

Steve Voorhis - John Nelson Bowie
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 10 3/8˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Brown Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Pommel, Brass & Blk Spacers, 16 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The top of the blade is partially sharpened. This knife is a duplicate of a John Nelson Cooper bowie. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96211 $ 585.00

Steve Voorhis - Large Bowie
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 12 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Collar, Nickel Silver Guard, Nkl Slvr Butt Caps, 17 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The top edge is not sharpened. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96212 $ 585.00

Steve Voorhis - Large Bowie
Fixed Blade, 3/4˝ Exposed Tang, 11 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Stag Crown Handle, Nickel Silver Collar, Nickel Silver Guard, Crown Butt, 17 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The top edge is not sharpened. The bottom of the crown handle is not polished. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96213 $ 585.00

Morseth Knives - Model 6 Hunters Bowie

KLSP96214 $ 335.00

E.G. "Eldon" Peterson - Interframe Lockback
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Stainless Steel Frame, Sea Shell Inlays, 3 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Has not been carried or used. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It has beautiful paisley design engraving on both sides of the handle. The engraver is not known. It is signed with L. The blade is centered and locks up tight. It comes in a green velvet pouch.

KLSP96216 $ 1450.00

R.W. Wilson - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 7/8˝ Blades, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Black Micarta Butt, Turquoise Spacers, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It has filework on the top done by Tom Stratton. Its serial number is 58. The handle has black, red, and turquoise spacers. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96217 $ 445.00

Gil Hibben - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Drop Point Blade, Stainless Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Mosaic Pins, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It is also fileworked all along the top. The tang is also fileworked all the way around with different designs. The pins in the handles are nickel silver mosaic. There are also pins on each side of the guard that are fileworked. A new sheath was recently made for this knife by Gil. Its black leather with tooling on the front. It all comes in a zipper pouch. Made in 1983.

KLSP96219 $ 1135.00

Tim Hancock - 1996 A.K.C.A. Tanto
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tang, 4 1/2˝ Tanto Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Black Linen Micarta Scales, Thong Hole, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 1996 for the Arizona Knife Collectors Assn. Sixty were made. The serial number on this one is #17. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96220 $ 565.00
Carolyn Tinker - Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5 1/8” Blade, Brown Linen Micarta Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, White & Brown Liners, H Shield Inlay, 9 1/2” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made by Carolyn in the 1980s as a tribute to D.E. Henry. Carolyn was one of the first women to come into the knifemaking industry. There is an H shield in the front side of the handle. It comes with a certificate of authenticity from D.E. Henry’s wife dated 1993. It also comes with a brown leather pounch type sheath.
KLSP96221  $ 1045.00

Dietmar Kressler - Small Utility Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Integral Tang, 2 1/2” Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Integral Guard, Black Liners, 5 1/2” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish and it is a modified wharncliffe. The mother of pearl scales are premium. It comes with a brown leather sheath that does not have a belt loop.
KLSP96224  $ 680.00

Lee Ferguson - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 5” Blade, Stainless Steel, Green Canvas Micarta Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pins, 9 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a stonewashed look. Its serial number is 492. The top of the blade is partially sharpened. It comes with a brown leather frog skin sheath with a metal clip on the back that is held in place by snaps. It can be removed. It all comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96226  $ 805.00

Kressler/Dozier - Boot Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Integral Tang, 5” Clip Blade, CTS-40CP Stainless Steel, Sambar Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Red Liners, Stainless Pins, 9 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade and guard have a satin finish. The top edge of the blade is thin but not sharpened. This knife is a product of two great minds after the 2011 A.G. Russell Knife Event where Dietmar Kressler spent a week in the St. Paul Arkansas shop of Bob Dozier. This boot knife was created at this time. 10 were made. The back of the blade on this knife is marked 1 of 10. It comes with a certificate of authenticity from D.E. Henry. The engraver for the bolsters is not known. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP96227  $ 1865.00

Frank Centofante - Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5 3/4” Blade, 154-CM Stainless Steel, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Dark Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 10 5/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is double hollow ground, has a mirror polish finish, and is double edged. The guard is engraved on both sides. The color scrimshaw of sailing ships was done by M. Stothart. No chips or cracks in the ivory handles. The blade is marked Centofante Tampa-Florida. It comes with a brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96228  $ 1535.00

Larry Pridgen - Free Style Linerlock
Folder, 3” Clip Blade, Norris Raindrop Damascus Steel, 58 RC, Lightning Strike Carbon Fiber, Titanium Liners, 4 1/4” Closed, New from the maker. The top of the blade and the spacer have filework. It has a single thumbstud with an onyx stone inlay. It also has three mosaic pins on each side of the handle. No pouch.
KLSP96231  $ 525.00

Ron Hembrook - Custom Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4” Drop Point, Giraffe Bone Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, White Liners, 8 1/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This maker is deceased. The blade is hollow ground and has filework on the top of it. The engraver for the bolsters is not known. It comes with a brown leather pounch type sheath.
KLSP96233  $ 575.00

Piet Grey - Bush King
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, Full Narrow Tang, 9” Blade, Exotic Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 14 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Piet Grey is one of South Africa’s top knifemakers. He started the South African Knife Guild. There are a few light scratches and tiny nicks in the pommel due to being handled. The ricasso is marked Grey. The blade is hollow ground and has a semi satin finish. The middle of the top of the blade is also sharpened. There are also thumb notches on the blade. It comes with a brown leather sheath.
KLSP96234  $ 1965.00

R.W. Wilson - Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5 1/2” Blade, 440-C Stainless Steel, Crown Stag Handle, Black Micarta Guard, Turquoise Butt Plate, Brn, Blk, Wht Spacer, 10 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish and filework on the top. The handle also has a large burnt stag spacer. It comes with a brown leather pounch type sheath.
KLSP96236  $ 385.00

Don Maxwell - B.A.K.C.A. Club Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/4” Blade, Stainless Steel, Maple Burl Wood Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 8 3/4” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made for the Bay Area Knife Collectors Assoc. in 1993. The back of the blade is marked B.A.K.C.A 1993. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters also have a satin finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP96238  $ 385.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
Jim Pugh - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/4˝ Spear Blade, Stainless Steel, Macassar Ebony Handle Scales, Bronze Bolsters, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Jim was one of the founding members of the Knifemakers Guild in 1970. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The handle scales are thick and contoured. It comes with the original kydex sheath.
KLSP96239 $ 460.00

W.E. 'Bill' Ankrom - Custom Lockback
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Scales, Nickel Silver Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Premium mother of pearl scales. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters are also satin finished. It comes in a soft cloth pouch.
KLSP96240 $ 660.00

Gil Hibben - Dagger
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Ebony Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Brass, NS Spacers, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is single edged and has a mirror polish finish. The guard has some scuffs and scratches from handling. It comes with a brown leather belt sheath.
KLSP96243 $ 525.00

Remington Knives - Daddy Barlow
Folder, 3 7/8˝ Clip, Carbon Steel, Pearl Celluloid, Iron Bolsters, Iron Liners, 5˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Made in the 1930s or 40s. Has been refinished. Handles have some shrinkage. Tiny spot of pitting on one bolster. Mirror polish on blade. No pouch.
KLSP96244 $ 655.00

Jay Hendrickson - Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Blade, 52100 Forged Steel, Stag & Curly Maple Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Blade has a mirror polish finish. The handle has turquoise silver wire inlays on both sides. The butt is sealed with turquoise chips. It comes with a brown leather sheath with feathers carved in it. The sheath is dated 2002.
KLSP96248 $ 785.00

Jay Hendrickson - Clip Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Blade, 5160 High Carbon Steel, Curly Maple Handle, India Stag Guard, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The handle has silver wire inlays and carvings on both sides. It comes with a black leather & nickel silver dangle sheath. The back of the sheath is dated 2007.
KLSP96249 $ 785.00

Don Lozier - Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Pre-ban Elephant Ivory Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Mosaic Pins, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground, has a mirror polish finish. It also has filework all the way down to the top. The front bolster has some scuff marks on it. Otherwise mint. It comes in a custom black & brown leather tooled sheath.
KLSP96250 $ 835.00

Steve Voorhis - Bowie
Fixed Blade, 10˝ Clip Blade, 1095 Carbon Steel, Leather & Moose Horn Handle, Brass Guard, Polished Pommel, Brass, Black Spacers, 15 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has been very lightly used from the tip up about 3 inches. The butt is pinned moose crown. The blade has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath. The blade has a few very tiny spots of rust.
KLSP96251 $ 425.00

Bob Dozier - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Brass Guard, Black Liners, Brass Pins, 7 3/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The ivory handles have some slight shrinkage. The handle scales have slight cracks at three pins. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP96253 $ 645.00

Gordon Chard - Linerlock
Folder, 3 1/8˝ Clip, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Brown Titan Liners, 4 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The blade is smooth with easy open and close. Well made. Comes in a soft cloth pouch.
KLSP96254 $ 410.00

Ray Rybar - Eagle Friction Folder
Folder, 6˝ Drop Point Blade, Multi Feather Mosaic Damascus, Carved Elk Antler Handle, 10 1/4˝ Closed. New from the maker. The carving was done by the maker. The plates on each side of the handle are silver and have Navajo stamps on them. The eagle carving has Apache peridot eyes. The top of the blade is fileworked. The blade is super rare multi feather mosaic damascus with a tool steel edge and spine. It comes with a mesquite wood display stand. The knife comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96255 $ 1365.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maker</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R.D. Prather</td>
<td>Skinner (pre-owned)</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Single Finger, Groove Handle, Full Tang, 4 1/2˝ Clip Blade, Mastodon Bark Ivory Scales, 8 7/8˝ Overall</td>
<td>May have been made in the 1970s</td>
<td>$450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Nelson Cooper</td>
<td>Drop Point Hunter (pre-owned)</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, 4˝ Blade, Brown Canvas Micarta, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Brass Spacers, 8 3/8˝ Overall</td>
<td>Has been very lightly used and resharpened.</td>
<td>$550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atahualpa Knives</td>
<td>Guacho</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, 5 1/2˝ Blade, Forged Steel, Embossed 800 Silver Handle, Gold Onlays, 9 1/2˝ Overall</td>
<td>Made in Argentina. It comes with a 800 silver throated sheath with gold onlays.</td>
<td>$795.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.L. Jones</td>
<td>Slip Joint Folder (pre-owned)</td>
<td>Folder, 3˝ Blade, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4˝ Closed</td>
<td>Has been lightly carried but does not appear to have been used.</td>
<td>$550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmade Knives</td>
<td>Gold Class Snody Activator</td>
<td>Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 1/8˝ Blade, CPM-M4 Stainless Steel, 58-60 RC, Paua Shell Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, 5 1/2˝ Overall</td>
<td>Made in 2008. Serial number #57/75.</td>
<td>$959.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Knives</td>
<td>Ventana B06 Fat Button Lock</td>
<td>Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Typhoon Damascus Steel, Titanium Frame, Abalone Shell Inlays, 3 1/8˝ Closed</td>
<td>Made in 2009. It does not have scuffs and scratches.</td>
<td>$550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Knives</td>
<td>G30 GenTac Button Lock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/8˝ Blade, ZDP-189 Stainless Steel, Titanium Frame, 4˝ Closed</td>
<td>Has been carried, lightly used, &amp; resharpened.</td>
<td>$495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Knives</td>
<td>B07 Rio Button Lock</td>
<td>Folder, 3˝ Wharncliffe Blade, Wave Damascus Steel, Titanium Frame, Snakewood Onlays, 4˝ Closed</td>
<td>Made in 2006. Citrine gemstones in the button lock and thumbstud.</td>
<td>$595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Henry Knives</td>
<td>B30 Range Button Lock Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 3 1/8˝ Blade, Copper Wave Damascus VG5 Core, Nickel Silver Frame, Citrine Gemstones, 4˝ Closed</td>
<td>Made in 2010. The bolsters are carved silver.</td>
<td>$1095.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Le Blanc</td>
<td>Interframe Lockback Folder</td>
<td>Folder, 3˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, 416 Stainless Frame, Mammoth Ivory Inlays, 3 11/16˝ Closed</td>
<td>Has been lightly carried but does not appear to have been used. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish.</td>
<td>$595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Hoel</td>
<td>Interframe Lockback</td>
<td>Folder, 2 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Stainless Steel Frame, 3 5/8˝ Closed</td>
<td>The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish.</td>
<td>$895.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Harvey McBurnette - Midlock Folder
Folder, 2 7/8” Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 3 3/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The bolsters have beautiful engravings. The liners are fileworked all the way around. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96267 $ 1495.00

Barry Gallagher - Custom Linerlock
Folder, 3 1/2” Blade, Damascus Steel, Gold Lip Pearl Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Tiger Eye Inlay, 4 1/2” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The backspacer is gold in color and has vine filework. The liners are also fileworked. The gold lip pearl is stippled. Marked Gallagher inside on the backspacer. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96268 $ 1995.00

Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5 5/8” Blade, 154CM Stainless Steel, Burgundy Linen, Micarta Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, 8 1/8” Overall, Pre-owned. Made in 1984 for the Knife Collectors Club. Serial number 48. Not used or carried. Marked Riverside California. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with the original brown leather pouch type sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96269 $ 3795.00

H.K. Parker - Large Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3 3/8” Blade, Stainless Steel, Redwood Burl Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Purple Titan Liners, 4 1/2” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Has some light handling marks. The top of the liners are partially fileworked. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96270 $ 495.00

Jim & Joyce Minnick - Custom Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2” Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Scales, Blued Steel Bolsters, Blued Steel Liners, Gold & Silver Inlays, 3 1/2” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The bolsters are engraved and have gold and silver inlays. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96271 $ 2195.00

Give us a call at 1-800-255-9034 or email Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.

William Henry Knives - B12 Mojave Button Lock
Folder, 3” Blade, ZDP-189 Stainless Steel, Desert Ironwood Scales, Titanium Bolsters, Titanium Liners, Citrine Gemstones, 4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2007. Silver bail and leather lanyard. It comes with a brown ostrich leather clip case in the original box. It also has the certificate of authenticity. The front bolster has some light scratches on it from the clip case. The clip got next to the bolster inside the case. Otherwise mint.

KLSP96272 $ 650.00

William Henry Knives - B5 AG7 Button Lock
Folder, 2 3/8” Blade, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Desert Ironwood Burl Scales, Koftgari Bolsters, Titanium Liners, Citrine Gemstones, 3 3/8” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2008. This series was made exclusively for A.G. Russell Knives. Serial number 02/25. It has a sterling silver bail and metal beads. It comes with a brown leather ostrich leather clip case in the original box. It also has the certificate of authenticity.

KLSP96273 $ 1295.00

D’Alton Holder - Fixed Blade Trapper
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3” Drop Point Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, 60 RC, Carbon Fiber Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, 7 1/2” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather basketweave sheath.

KLSP96274 $ 695.00

Gaetan Beauchamp - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 3 3/8” Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, 59-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Black Liners, 8” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters are mirror polished but have some handling scratches. It comes with a black leather sheath in a box.

KLSP96275 $ 450.00

Randall Knives - Miniature Model 25
Fixed Blade, 3 3/8” Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Brass & Blk Spacers, 6 1/2” Overall, Not used or carried. Serial number #1121. It comes with the brown leather pouch type sheath and a sharpening stone in the original packaging with Randall paperwork.

KLSP96276 $ 1495.00
Randall Knives - Miniature Model 14 Attack
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 3 7/8˝ Clip, Stainless Steel, Black Micarta Handle, Brass Guard & 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Serial number #314. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch in the original packaging.
KLSP96277 $ 695.00

Bernard Sparks - Safari Skinner
Fixed Blade, 5 7/8˝ Upswept Blade, Smooth Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Pommel, Blk & Brass Spacers, 10 5/8˝ Overall, This knife has not been carried or used. It was probably made in the 1960s or 70s. It is the Safari model. It was seen in the Bernard Sparks 1971 knife catalog. The knife itself is not marked but the sheath is stamped Sparks on the back side. The sheath is dark brown leather with a basketweave pattern on the front side.
KLSP96278 $ 525.00

A.G. Russell - Shop Made Chute Knife
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Stick Tang, 5˝ Clip Point Blade, 154CM Stainless Steel, 59-61 RC, Ebony Micarta Handle, 416 Stainless Guard, Red & Black Spacers, 9 ½˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in the A.G. Russell shop in 2008. There were 150 made with the black rucarta handle. It comes with the original brown leather sheath.
KLSP96279 $ 450.00

Steve Voorhis - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/4˝ Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Black Micarta Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It has a couple of light small handling scratches on the guard. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP96280 $ 595.00

P.S. - Damascus Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Hand-Made Damascus Steel, Mokume Frame, Nickel Silver Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked PS in script on the blade. The handles have inlays of pink pearl and abalone. The screws are gold. The top of the blade is partially fileworked. The backspacer and liners are fileworked. The thumbstud is fileworked and has a mother of pearl inlay. The backside of the blade has two small spots of rust. It is not known who the maker of this knife is. It comes in a black leather pouch.
KLSP96281 $ 450.00

Rick Hill - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 8˝ Recurve Blade, D2 High Carbon Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver, Nickel Silver Pins, 13˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1980s. The blade has a mirror polish finish and the top edge is sharpened about 3/4 of its length. The serial number is 198. There are some light carbon spots on the front of the blade by the name stamp. No pitting. There is also some discoloration around the guard where it meets the blade. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.
KLSP96282 $ 495.00

Jim Behring - Scagel Style Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 3/4˝ Blade, Forged Carbon Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Polished Crown Butt, Wht, Brs, Grn Spacer, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The stag butt is pinned. It comes with a Mosher brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96283 $ 525.00

Jim Behring - Scagel Style Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Forged Carbon Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Compass in Butt, Blk, NS, Brn Spacers, 9˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. The stag is pinned. It comes with a black Mosher sheath in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96284 $ 525.00

Phill Hartsfield - Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5 3/4˝ Blade, High Carbon Steel, Wrapped Handle, 11 3/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. It comes with a kydex sheath. It is not known if the sheath is the original sheath.
KLSP96285 $ 595.00

Randall Knives - Model 3-5 Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacers, 9 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96286 $ 625.00
Randall Knives - Model 7 Fisherman-Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5” Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 3/4” Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96287 $ 575.00

Randall Knives - Model 21 Little Game
Fixed Blade, 3 1/4” Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 7 1/2” Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath.
KLSP96288 $ 475.00

Darrell Ralph - Maze Trigger Framelock Knife
Folder, 3 1/2” Clip Blade, S30V Stainless Steel, 3D Machined Titanium, 4 1/4” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Has a few light handling marks. It has a green and orange lanyard with a bead and a skull. It also has a pocket clip on the back of the handle. It has dual thumbstuds and a satin finish on the frame & blade. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96289 $ 695.00

Alan Gibson - Bowie
Fixed Blade, 9” Clip Point Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Stag Crown Handle, Stainless Collar, Stainless Guard, Polished Crown Butt, Red Spacers, 15 1/4” Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has been lightly resharpened and has a hand rubbed satin finish. Made in 1995. The collar below the guard is fileworked. It comes with a brown leather sheath for a Case bowie knife. It also comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96290 $ 595.00

James Scroggs - Eagle Head Bowie
Fixed Blade, 8” Clip Point Blade, CPM 154 Stainless Steel, Curly Maple Handle, Stainless Guard, Eagle Head Pommel, Copper Spacer, 13 3/8” Overall. New from the maker. The eagle head pommel is a separate piece that has been drilled, tapped and screwed onto the threaded tang. It comes with a brown leather and ostrich quill leather sheath by Kenny Rowe.
KLSP96291 $ 650.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.

Randall Knives - Smithsonian Bowie
Fixed Blade, 11” Clip Point Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Lugged Guard, Brass Pommel, Red Wht Blu Spacers, 16 5/16” Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The pommel has some light handling scratches. It comes with a brown leather sheath. The sheath has some scuffs and scratches. It has a sharpening stone in pouch on the front of the sheath.
KLSP96294 $ 895.00

Gil Hibben - Hunter
Fixed Blade, 4 1/8” Upswept Blade, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Red, Blk Spacers, 8 3/4” Overall. Pre-owned. May have been used once very lightly. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It is also fileworked on the top. It comes with a hand tooled brown leather sheath by the maker. It is also hand signed by Gil on the back of the sheath.
KLSP96295 $ 1095.00

James Scroggs - Katana
Fixed Blade, 23 5/8” Blade, CPM 3V High Carbon Tool Steel, 60 RC, Oregon Myrtle Wood Handle, Mokume Guard, 34” Overall. New from the maker. The blade has a beadblast finish. The sheath is also made from Oregon myrtle wood. It comes in a gun case for storage.
KLSP96292 $ 1500.00

Jason Clark - Tanto Framelock Flipper
Folder, 2 3/4” Tanto Blade, S35VN Stainless Steel, Titanium Frame, One Moku-ti Bolster, 3 7/8” Closed. Pre-owned. Has been very lightly carried and used. It has a pocket clip on the back side of the frame. The blade has a satin finish. The handle has one ivory micarta scale. The back side of the handle is all titanium. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96293 $ 550.00

Randall Knives - Model 21 Little Game
Fixed Blade, 3 1/4” Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 7 1/2” Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath.
KLSP96288 $ 475.00

Eldon (E.G.) Peterson - Custom Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 7/8” Blade, Rams Horn Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/8” Closed. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Deceased maker. The blade has a hand rubbed finish. The bolsters are engraved with a rams head on each side. The engraving is signed with II. The butt of the handle has a place for a lanyard. It comes in a gray eel skin leather pouch.
KLSP96296 $ 1295.00
J.D. Clay - Custom Slip Joint Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Ebony Wood Handle Scales, Nkl Silver Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, Shield Inlay, 3 13/16˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a satin finish. The liners are fileworked all the way around. The bolsters are engraved. The shield is marked J.D. Clay. The handle pins are also fileworked. The blade is tight and has a strong spring. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96297 $ 695.00

Eldon (E.G.) Peterson - Lockback Folder
Folder, 3˝ Drop Point Blade, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Deceased maker. The blade has a hand rubbed finish. The butt of the knife has a place for a lanyard. The blade is tight and the spring is strong. It comes in a velvet pouch.

KLSP96298 $ 995.00

R.J. McDonald - Fighter
Fixed Blade, Single Finger Groove Handle, Full Tapered Tang, 7 1/4˝ Blade, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nkl Silver Bolsters, 12 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and the top is partially sharpened. The blade has both satin and mirror polish finishes. The bolsters are engraved. It does not come with a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96299 $ 895.00

Phil Boguszewski - Elmer Keith Lockback Hunter
Folder, Finger Groove Handle, 4˝ Recurve Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, 58 RC, Black Linen Micarta Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 5 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked inside the liners with blade steel, rockwell hardness, and date made. This knife was made 12/16/81. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The blade is tight and has a strong spring. The frame also has a mirror polish finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96300 $ 2495.00

Randall Knives - Model 7-5 Fisherman Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 5˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Black & Green Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duraluminum Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has been carried, used, and resharpenned. The blade, guard, and handle have all been painted. It comes with a black leather Randall sheath that has been painted as well. It has a sharpening stone in the pouch.

KLSP96301 $ 525.00

Randall Knives - Model 14 Attack
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7 1/2˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Green Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, 12 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has been carried, used, & resharpenned. The blade, guard, and handle have all been painted. It comes with a black leather Randall sheath that has been painted as well. It has a sharpening stone in the pouch.

KLSP96304 $ 525.00

Randall Knives - Model 11 Alaskan Skinner
Fixed Blade, 4 1/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Blk & Brass Spacers, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked Watson in script. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.

KLSP96305 $ 625.00

Randall Knives - Model 25-5 Trapper
Fixed Blade, 5˝ Drop Point, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather & Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Blk & Brass Spacers, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked Watson in script. It comes with a brown leather sheath by the maker.

KLSP96306 $ 650.00

Randall Knives - Model 1-7 Fighter
Fixed Blade, 7˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Stag Handle, Double Brass Guard, Red Whit Blu Spacers, 11 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.

KLSP96307 $ 625.00

Do you have knives to sell?
E-mail Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com
Randall Knives - Model 25-6 Trapper
Fixed Blade, 6˝ Drop Point Blade, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Stag & Leather Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Blk & N.S. Spacers, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch and a zipper pouch.

KLSP96308 $ 750.00

Randall Knives - Model 11 Alaskan Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 4˝ Blade, 0-1 Carbon Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Red Wht Blu Spacers, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It comes with a brown leather pouch with a sharpening stone in the pouch and a zipper pouch.

KLSP96309 $ 595.00

Gerber Knives - Kansas City Life Ins Knife Set
Misc, Lion Shaped Handles, Steel Handles, This is a very rare set of knives. From all information gathered, this set was made somewhere between 1950-1955 by Gerber for The Kansas City Life Insurance Company. This is the round table set. It has eight steak knives, a serving fork, and sharpening steel on one tier and a full carving set on the second tier. This set does not appear to have been used in any way. It is not known what this set was commissioned for. The handles are in the shape of lions. That is what the insurance companys logo is. All comes in a walnut wood display box with the Gerber logo on the inside of the lid. More pictures can be obtained upon request. It also comes with all of the Gerber pamphlets and cards.

KLSP96310 $ 1600.00

T.C. Roberts - Cape Buffalo Fighter

KLSP96311 $ 895.00

Daniel Winkler - Rifleman's Bowie
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 9 3/16˝ Clip Blade, Mosaic Damascus Steel, Stag Handle, Damascus Guard, Carved Crown Butt, 14 3/16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The guard is beautifully forged damascus. The butt of the crown has been carved and it has a tang nut. The spacers are black, sheep horn, and smooth stag. It comes with a time period leather sheath with leather & beads and also comes with a 2nd sheath that is more up to date. It is a leather & nickel silver throated sheath.

KLSP96312 $ 2695.00

Steve Voorhis - Gladius Sword
Fixed Blade, Commando Shaped Handle, 12 5/8˝ Blade, 5160 Tool Steel, Ivory Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Collar, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, Red, Blk, NS Spacers, 17 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is double hollow ground, a mirror polish finish, and is sharpened on both sides. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96313 $ 725.00

Steve Voorhis - Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 8 3/4˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guards, Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 14 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is double hollow ground, has a mirror polish finish, and is fully sharpened on both sides. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96314 $ 650.00

Joe Kious - Sub-Hilt Fighter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 5 7/8˝ Spear Blade, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guards, Black Spacers, Nickel Silver Pins, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Has some minor handling marks. The blade is double hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish in the hollow grounds. The rest of the blade has a satin finish. Both sides of the blade are fully sharpened. It comes with a brown leather sheath. The sheath has scuffs and scratches from being handled through the years. The owner states that Joe made 5 of these knives in 1978. No more were made.

KLSP96315 $ 2250.00

Find More Knives at cuttingedge.com

Give us a call at 1-800-255-9034 or email Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.
Steve Voorhis - Iron Mistress Bowie
Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 11 3/8˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Scalloped Collar, Brass Lugged Guard, Brass Butt Cap, Brass Pins, 17˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The handle pins and butt cap have been fileworked. The front side of the blade has some light handling scratches on it. The back of the handle has a brass escutcheon plate on it. This knife comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96316 $ 695.00

Steve Voorhis - Elmer Keith Hunter
Fixed Blade, C Shaped Handle, Full Narrow Tang, 6 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Ivory Micarta Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pommel, Red Blk N.S. Spacers, 11 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is made from 5/16˝ stock. It is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLSP96317 $ 595.00

Charles M. Roulin - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Extended Tang, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Thuya Burl Wood Scales, Black Liners, Mosaic Pins, 7 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The carving of the deer in the handle was completely carved out of this one piece of steel. The extended tang has heavy engraving. This knife is an exquisite piece of art. Charles Roulin is from Geneva Switzerland. He is well known for art knives such as this one. It does not come with a sheath but does come with a zipper pouch.

KLSP96318 $ 3995.00

Randall Knives - Model 12-11 Smithsonian Bowie
Fixed Blade, Commando Shaped Handle, Full Narrow Tang, 11˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Lugged Guard, Duralumin Butt Cap, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 16 5/8˝ Overall, Circa-1970s. This knife is in beautiful condition. It was refurbished by Randall over the summer. It was made sometime in the 1970s. It has a five spacer configuration of three thick and two thin. The blade has some corrosion but nothing that can not be polished out. It comes with a brown leather roughback sheath with a previous owners initials heavily stamped into the roughback part of the leather. It has the original soft Arkansas sharpening stone in the pouch. No broken stitches on the pouch and has baby dot snaps.

KLSP96321 $ 1275.00

Randall Knives - Model 4 Small Game & Skinner
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 5/8˝ Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Circa-Very late 1960s to mid 1970s. The blade has quite a bit of rust and pitting. The handle has a five spacer configuration of three thick and two thin. The guard has some corrosion but nothing that can not be polished out. It comes with a brown leather roughback sheath with a previous owners initials heavily stamped into the roughback part of the leather. It has the original soft Arkansas sharpening stone in the pouch. No broken stitches on the pouch and has baby dot snaps.

KLSP96322 $ 510.00

Wayne Hendrix - Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Black Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This is a 2006 sporting classic knife. 1 of 50. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather pock sheath type sheath and a zipper pouch.

KLSP96323 $ 510.00

Red St. Cyr - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 6 1/2˝ Clip Blade, Ebony Wood Handle, Stainless Guard, Mosaic Pins, 11 3/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Does not appear to have been used or carried but has been resharpened. It has ivory micarta & nickel silver spacers. It comes with a nice handmade and tooled leather sheath.

KLSP96324 $ 795.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
### Howard Hitchmough - Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 7/8˝ Clip Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Liners, Blue Sapphire Inlay, 4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a hand rubbed finish. Both sides of the handle have color scrimshaw by John Stahl. The scrimshaw is dated 02. The bolsters are stainless damascus. The backspacer is purple anodized titanium and is fileworked. The thumbstud appears to be gold with a dark blue sapphire stone. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96325 $ 1625.00

### Morseth Knives - Boot Dagger
Fixed Blade, Contoured Handle, Full Narrow Tang, 4 1/4˝ Spear Blade, Laminated Steel, Zebra Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Aluminum Butt Cap, Blk & N.S. Spacers, 8 3/4˝ Overall, Circa-Early 1970s. This knife was a kit knife when Morseth knives were offered as a kit. The blade has been repolished and does have some light rust. It does not come with a sheath.

KLSP96326 $ 425.00

### Phill Hartsfield - Small Strongboy
Fixed Blade, Full Wrapped Tang, 5˝ Tanto Blade, High Speed Tool Steel, 60-61 RC, Cord Wrapped Handle, 9 1/2˝ Overall. Pre-owned. Not used or carried. It has a chisel grind on the blade. There are some scratches on the backside of the blade. Probably from the sheath. It comes with the original leather sheath with cord wrap around the top. The sheath is damaged with one revet missing and the leather worn through to metal. It also comes with a newer made neck sheath. Deceased maker.

KLSP96327 $ 1025.00

### D.E. "Lucky" Clark - Bowie
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 9 3/8˝ Clip Blade, Stag Crown Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Hand Carved Crown, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 14 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the mid 1970s. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The guard is engraved. The engraver is Bill Mains. Crown butt has a face carved into it. There is also a chip out of the edge of the crown. It comes with a article from a 1978 issue of Knife World talking about Lucky Clark. The knife comes with a brown leather sheath. This is a lot of knife.

KLSP96328 $ 765.00

### Erik Schaffert - Athame Drill Bit Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Hidden Tang, C. Blade, High Carbon Tool Steel, Leather Wrap Tool Steel Handle, Carbon Steel Guard, Integral Pommel, Leather Wrap Handle, 11 1/8˝ Overall, New from the maker. This knife is a one piece that has a blade that looks like a drill bit. This is a wonderful fantasy art piece. It comes with a black leather sheath. Erik is a new maker from California.

KLSP96329 $ 1110.00

### Randall Knives - Denmark Special
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Sambar Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Red, Wht, Blu Spacer, 9 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. It comes with a brown leather sheath and a sharpening stone in the original packaging.

KLSP96330 $ 510.00

### A.G. Russell - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 3/8˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Cocobolo Wood & Stag Handle, Brass Guard, Polished Stag Crown, Red, Brs, Blk Spacer, 9 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. This knife has been carried, lightly used and resharpened. It is completely hand made from the A.G. Russell custom shop. The blade is hollow ground. The stag is pinned. It has some scratches on both sides of the blade at the tip. It comes with the original brown leather sheath. This is a lot of knife.

KLSP96331 $ 425.00

### Gordon Romeis - Semi-Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, Black Linen Micarta Scales, Stainless Guard, Dark Red Liners, Mosaic Pins, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath by the maker.

KLSP96332 $ 365.00

### Josh Fisher - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4˝ Drop Point Blade, Forged 5160 High Carbon Steel, Sycamore Burl Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Black & N.S. Spacers, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96333 $ 365.00

### Steve Randall - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Forged 52100 High Carbon Steel, Red Heart Wood Handle Scales, Black Liners, 8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The top of the tang is fileworked all the way around to the butt. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96334 $ 365.00
J.D. Clay - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Red Liners, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The pin in the handle is marked J.D. Clay. It comes with a brown leather tooled sheath.
KLSP96335 $ 365.00

Micah Kamer - Friction Folder
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Crown Stag Handle, 5 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The front side of the handle has an acorn carved in it. The butt of the handle has an oak leaf carved in it. The top of the blade has rope filework all along the edge. The owner states that this knife was made in 2013. It comes in a zipper pouch.
KLSP96336 $ 555.00

Jim Pugh - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/4˝ Spear Blade, Macassar Ebony Handle Scales, Bronze Bolsters, 8 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Has been lightly and carefully resharpened. A few small light handling scratches. It comes with a beautiful tooled leather sheath from Tree Stump Leather.
KLSP96337 $ 445.00

Harold Corby - Skinner
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 1/2˝ Blade, 5160 Carbon Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Dark Red Liners, Brass Pins, 8 1/4˝ Overall, Circa-late 1960s or early 1970s. Blade appears to have been repolished. There is filework on the top of the blade for the thumbrest. The pins have been fileworked. It comes with a brown leather belt pouch.
KLSP96338 $ 425.00

Deryl Wright - Drop Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, CTS-XHP Carpenter Steel, 60-61 RC, Desert Ironwood Handle Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Red Liners, Nickel Silver Pins, 8 1/4˝ Overall, New from the maker. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.
KLSP96340 $ 490.00

William Henry Knives - T10 Lancet Linerlock
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, Ribbon Lace Damascus Steel, Gold Lip Pearl Handle Scales, Carved Svr Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Both sides of the bolsters have red coral set in gold bezels. The thumbstud has what appears to be a ruby inlay. It has a leather lanyard with silver and gold lip pearl beads. The number inside the liner matches the number on the box. 90413. It comes with a black clip case in the original box. No certificate of authenticity.
KLSP96341 $ 815.00

Randall Knives - Model 14 Attack
Fixed Blade, Finger Groove Handle, 7 1/2˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Green Micarta Handle, Brass Guard, 12 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The guard has some light handling marks on it. It comes with a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96342 $ 535.00

Randall Knives - Model 12-11 Smithsonian Bowie
Fixed Blade, 11˝ Clip Blade, 0-1 Tool Steel, Black Linen Micarta Handle, Brass Lugged Guard, Brass Boss, Black Spacers, Escutcheon Plates, 16 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Appears to have been lightly used. The blade has scratching from the tip up about three inches on the blade. The blade has pitting in that same area of scratches. It has a few small spots of rust otherwise. The handle and guard have some scratches on them. It comes in a brown leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the pouch.
KLSP96343 $ 765.00

Suchat Jangtanong - Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Robert Calcinore Mosaic Damas, MA, Anodized Titanium Frame, Titanium Bolsters, Titanium Liners, 6 Diamond Inlays, 4˝ Closed, New from the distributor of Suchat Knives. Beautiful carvings and premium black lip pearl. The blade has carvings of ocean waves on it. The back spring and liners are fileworked. The screws are gold plated. It comes with a certificate of authentication and a zipper pouch.
KLSP96344 $ 1050.00
Jay Hendrickson - Clip Point Hunter
Fixed Blade, 5 3/8˝ Clip Blade, L6 Tool Steel, Curly Maple & Stag Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Silver Wire Spacers, Silver Wire Inlays, 9 5/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The guard is fileworked all the way around. The handle has carved leaves with silver wire inlays. It comes with a leather sheath and a zipper pouch.

KLPSP96345 $ 795.00

Jody Muller - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Burl Wood Handle, Bronze & N.S. Guard, 8 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not carried or used. Marked Muller Forge. Early made. It comes with a brown leather sheath.

KLPSP96346 $ 1065.00

J.D. Clay - Lockback
Folder, 3˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Black & N.S. Liners, J.D. Clay Shield, 4 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a satin finish. The bolsters are also satin finished and the liners are jeweled. It comes with a brown leather pancake sheath that is signed Handmade by J.D. Clay Greenup Ky April 1990.

KLPSP96347 $ 425.00

Rick Eaton - Midlock Folder
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver liners, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Beautiful engravings of roses on the bolsters by Rick. The blade has a hand rubbed semi-satin finish. The handle scales have a crack on each side at the bottom back pin. The cracks are very narrow and go to the inside of the liner on each side. Otherwise mint. No pouch.

KLPSP96348 $ 1620.00

Joe Kious - Small Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Fluted Mother of Pearl Handles, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The top of the blade and the backspring are rope fileworked. The bolsters have a brushed satin finish. It does not come with a pouch.

KLPSP96349 $ 1275.00

W.E. “Bill” Ankrom - Linerlock Folder
Folder, 3˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 4 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters have a satin finish and have some very light handling marks on them. Smooth open & close. Tight blade. Premium pearl scales. Does not come with a pouch.

KLPSP96350 $ 765.00

R.B. Johnson - Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Mammoth Ivory Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters also have a satin finish. The backspring and liners are fileworked. It does not come in a pouch.

KLPSP96351 $ 510.00

Ralph Dewey Harris - Interframe Lockback Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stainless Frame, Black Pearl Inlays, 3 1/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. The frame also has a mirror polish finish. It has some light handling scratches. No chips or cracks in the pearl. Serial number #168. It does not come with a pouch.

KLPSP96352 $ 510.00

M.J. Oliver - Midlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a light satin finish. The bolsters have a mirror polish finish. The blade is tight. It does not come with a pouch.

KLPSP96353 $ 445.00

Mel Pardue - Folding Dagger
Folder, Coffin Shaped Handle, 3 1/4˝ Spear Blade, Stainless Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Stainless Bolsters, 4 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish and is serial numbered #100. The top of the blade is very thin but not sharpened. It has dual thumbstuds. The bolsters are brushed stainless. The blade has a slight rattle when it is in the closed position. It does not come with a pouch.

KLPSP96354 $ 680.00

All fixed blade knives include a sheath unless otherwise stated.
**William Henry Knives - B5 Monarch Folder**
Folder, 2 3/8˝ Blade, Thomas Typhoon Damascus Steel, 58-59 RC, Donnelly Damascus Frame, Mother of Prl Scales, 3 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Serial number 01. Ten were made and they were an A.G. Russell exclusive in 2008. The bail and beads are sterling silver. The stones are blue sapphires. It comes with a black ostrich leather clip case in a wood display box with a certificate of authenticity.

KLSP96355 $ 1535.00

**Lloyd Hale - Lockback Folder**
Folder, 2 7/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 3 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade, backspring and liners are all fileworked. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. Each side of the bolsters have a different dragon scene engraved. The makers name is engraved in the backspacer.

KLSP96356 $ 1450.00

**Chuck Hawes - Damascus Lockback Folder**
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Clip Blade, Damascus Steel, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Brass Liners, 4 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The mammoth scales have a bluish-green tint to them. The bolsters are fileworked. The blade has a long pull. Made in the late 1990s. It comes in a pocket pouch.

KLSP96357 $ 655.00

**Ralph Turnbull - Butterfly**
Folder, 4 3/8˝ Clip Blade, Stainless Steel, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Brass Bolsters, Brass Liners, 5˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Probably made in the 1970s or 80s. The blade is hollow ground. The handles are a little difficult to lock in the open position. But easy in the closed position. It comes in a soft nylon pouch.

KLSP96358 $ 510.00

**Bill Ruple - Whittler**
Folder, 3 1/4˝ Spear Blade, 2˝ Pen & Spey Blades, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, 416 S.S. Bolsters, Stainless Liners, Oval Shield Inlay, 4 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blades have a hand rubbed satin finish. The bolsters are threaded and pinched. The liners are fileworked on the spine and one back spring is fileworked. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96359 $ 875.00

---

**Harvey Dean - Hunter**
Fixed Blade, 4 1/2˝ Drop Point, Forged Steel, Desert Ironwood Handle, Stainless Guard, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It comes with a brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96360 $ 655.00

**Reese Bose - Shadow**
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Wharncliffe, 440V Steel Blade, Jigged Bone Scales, Stainless Liners, Stainless Shield, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a satin finish. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96361 $ 875.00

**John E. Tilton - Hunter**
Fixed Blade, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Forged Steel, Mammoth Bark Ivory Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, 8 7/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked J.S. on the back tang. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. John marks his knives under the name of Jet. The handle is two piece put together with the tang hidden. It comes with a brown leather pouch sheath with lattice work on the front.

KLSP96362 $ 360.00

**Corrie Schoeman - Damascus Linerlock**
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Gold Lip Pearl Scales, Silver Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, Two Topaz Inlays, 3 7/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade, liners, and backspacer are all fileworked. There is a yellow topaz inlay in the backspacer and one in the thumbstud. The pins and thumbstud are fileworked. The gold lip pearl is premium. It comes in a cloth pouch.

KLSP96363 $ 695.00

**Wayne Whittaker - Damascus Linerlock**
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Mosaic Damascus Steel, Mammoth Bark Ivory Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Titanium Bolsters, Zirconia Ruby Inlay, 4˝ Closed, New from the maker. The top of the blade, liners, & backspacer are all fileworked. The handle scales are well matched. It comes in a zipper pouch with a card from the maker.

KLSP96364 $ 655.00

**Clark/Revishvili - Damascus Linerlock**
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Raindrop Damascus Steel, Silver Russian Filigree Scales, Titanium Liners, 4 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The thumbstud, backspacer, and top of the blade are fileworked. Both sides of the handle have inlays of garnet and lodestone stones. These handles have beautiful detailed work by Zaza Revishvili. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96365 $ 2070.00
John Perry - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 4” Drop Point Blade, High Carbon Steel, Oakburl Wood Handle, Bronze Guard, Steel, Bronze Spacer, 8 1/2” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. It has a couple of very tiny pitted spots on the back of the blade. Otherwise, mint. It does not have a sheath but does come with a zipper pouch.

KLSP96366 $ 505.00

Ken Onion - Stud Lock Bump
Folder, 3 3/4” Recurve Blade, S30V Stainless Steel, Orange Peel Titanium Frame, 4 15/16” Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. TiNi coated blade and handles. Polished black finish. Spring assisted open, stud lock release. Tip down pocket clip. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96367 $ 795.00

Daryl Meier - Nesmuk
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 6” Upswept Blade, Meier Pattern Damascus Steel, Antique Ivory Handles, Brass Pins, 11” Overall, Circa- Early 1980s. This blade is a very close copy of the original nesmuk blade. Beautiful antique ivory handle scales. No chips. One tiny crack at a pin on the front side. It comes with a brown suede leather sheath. From the personal collection of Daryl Meier.

KLSP96368 $ 1450.00

Ralph Turnbull - Damascus Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Tang, 4” Blade, Damascus Steel, Exotic Wood Handle Scales, 8 5/16” Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in the 1980s. It is marked with the initials RAT. This knife is double edged. It does not come with a sheath or pouch.

KLSP96369 $ 655.00

Daryl Meier/Jerry Rados - Damascus Dagger
Fixed Blade, 9 5/8” Blade, Meier Damascus Steel, Antique Ivory Handle, Damascus Guard, Damascus Pommel, 15 3/8” Overall, Not used or carried. Made in the late 1970s. One crack on the front side of the handle. The blade has just a few very tiny spots of rust. Great condition. No sheath, but does come in a zipper pouch. This knife was a collaboration between Daryl Meier and Jerry Rados. Lightening Strike damascus. From the personal collection of Daryl Meier.

KLSP96372 $ 1825.00

Daryl Meier - Damascus Dagger
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 8” Double Edge Blade, Meier Damascus Steel, Antique Ivory Handle, Sterling Slvr Guard, Sterling Slvr Butt, 12 3/8” Overall, Circa-1970s. This knife is sterile. No markings. The silver guard and butt cap have some tarnish on them. The ivory handle has the cracks you see on the front and one more on the side. The ivory has turned yellow due to age. It does not have a sheath but does come in a zipper pouch. From the personal collection of Daryl Meier.

KLSP96373 $ 1095.00

Phil Baldwin - Hunter
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 3 3/4” Blade, High Carbon Steel, Rosewood Handle, Bronze Guard, Bronze Butt, Blk & Copper Spacers, 9 1/2” Overall, Circa- Mid to late 1970s. Not used or carried. The front tang is marked with a backward P and a forward B back to back. That is the signature of Phil Baldwin. 1/4” steel was used. Its in beautiful condition. It has two or three pin prick size pitted spots on the back side of the blade. It comes with a custom brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96374 $ 875.00

David Broadwell - Custom Push Dagger
Fixed Blade, Full Narrow Tang, 4 7/8” Curved Blade, Damascus Steel, Flame Grained Koa Wood Handle, 7 5/16” Overall, Pre-owned. Not carried or used. Made in 2004. It has a sculpted bronze guard and butt cap. The handle is carved. It comes with a certificate of authenticity and a cedar and glass display case.

KLSP96375 $ 1095.00

Give us a call at 1-800-255-9034 or email Shella at ce-info@cuttingedge.com for information on how we can help sell your knives.
Michael Walker - Walkers Lockers Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, Antique Ivory Handle Scales, Nickel Svr Bolsters, Stainless Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Circa- Mid 1980s. The blade is marked Walkers Lockers by M L Walker. The blade, liners, backspacer, & pin are all fileworked. The scrimshaw of big cats was done by Michael’s wife Patricia. There is a little bit of rust on both the top and bottom where the liner meets the handle scale. Not used, carried, or re sharpened. It comes in a soft pouch.

KLSP96376 $ 3650.00

Walter Kneubuhler - Little Popo Agie
Fixed Blade, Hidden Tang, 4 3/4˝ Blade, High Carbon Steel, Exotic Wood Handle, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Butt, 9 1/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a mirror polish finish. The handle has a narrow crack about 1/2” long at the butt cap on the back side. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96377 $ 355.00

Rudy Wehner - Bowie
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 6˝ Clip Blade, Macassar Ebony Wood Scales, Nickel Silver Guard, Nickel Silver Pins, 10 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish. The handles have some slight shrinkage. It comes with a brown leather half sheath. The blade is marked Rudy Wehner Violet, La. This maker started making knives in 1975.

KLSP96378 $ 415.00

Bob Dozier - Pig Trail Hunter
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 3/8˝ Blade, CTS-40CP Stainless Steel, 59-60 RC, Giraffe Bone Handle Scales, Stainless Guard, Red Liners, 7 1/2˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade is hollow ground and has a mirror polish finish. Its marked R.L. Dozier maker St. Paul, AR. It comes with a brown leather pouch type sheath.

KLSP96379 $ 680.00

Jim Minnick - Custom Linerlock
Folder, 3 3/4˝ Blade, 535VN Steel, 60 RC, Desert Ironwood Scales, 416 SS Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 5 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blade has a hand rubbed satin finish and a single thumbstud. The bolsters also have a satin finish. It has a satin finished stainless pocket clip on the back. Comes with a zipper pouch.

KLSP96380 $ 490.00

Ray Rogers - Linerlock Razor
Folder, 3˝ Blade Edge, Stainless Steel, Blue & Gray Carbon Fiber Scale, Titanium Bolsters, Titanium Liners, 5 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. There are a few very light scratches on the front bolster. There is a pocket clip on the back. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96381 $ 380.00

Bill Cheatham - Chipped Flint Linerlock Folder
Folder, 2 3/4˝ Blade, ATS-34 Stainless Steel, Red Jigged Bone Scales, 416 SS Bolsters, 416 Stainless Liners, 4 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This knife is the first chipped flint folder that Bill ever made. It comes with old paperwork from the early 1990s. The backspacer is also chipped flint. It comes in a nylon pouch.

KLSP96382 $ 430.00

Dennis "Uncle Bud" Ruana - Top Lock Folder
Folder, 2 1/2˝ Blade, Forged Steel, Aluminum Frame, Black Micarta Inlays, 3 3/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked by Bud Ruana. Comes in a felt pouch.

KLSP96383 $ 375.00

Tommy Lee - Damascus Tanto
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 4 1/2˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Cocobolo Wood Scales, Stainless Bolsters, Black Liners, 9 1/8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Marked Lee in script. Made in the 1980s. The bolsters have some light handling scratches on them. It comes with a brown leather boot sheath with a metal clip.

KLSP96384 $ 440.00

Gil Hibben - Bowie
Fixed Blade, Narrow Tang, 9 3/4˝ Clip Blade, Stacked Leather Handle, Brass Guard, Brass Cap, 15˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Has not been used or carried. This knife is an early Hibben. The blade has a satin finish and is marked Hibben Knives. The brass has tarnish spots on it. The blade does not have any rust. It comes with a custom leather sheath that is also marked Hibben Knives.

KLSP96387 $ 1210.00

Gil Hibben - Iron Mistress
Fixed Blade, 10 1/2˝ Clip Blade, 440C Stainless Steel, African Blackwood Handle, Brass Collar, Stainless Guard, Brass Butt Plate, Mosaic Pins, Ivory Inlay, 15 3/4˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 1993. The blade has a mirror polish finish. Gil Hibben signature on guard. The ivory inlay is only on the front of the handle. Marked Jim Bowie. This knife is a one owner. It comes with a brown leather sheath in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96388 $ 1425.00

1-800-255-9034 • 23
Steve Schwarzer - Persian Fighter
Fixed Blade, 10˝ Upswept Blade, Carbon Damascus Steel, Stag Crown Handle, Damascus Guard, Brass Spacer, 16˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The top of the blade is rope fileworked. The bottom of the tang is a carved man in the moon. The bottom of the guard is in the shape of a hand closed into a fist. The brass spacer is fileworked all the way around. The stag handle is pinned. The stag handle has a large goblin face carved into it on the back side. The crown pommel is not polished. The blade has some small light spots of carbon spotting but no pitting. It comes with a custom brown soft suede leather sheath with fringe and a zipper pouch.

KLSP96389

$104.50

Paul Fox - .45 Caliber
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, Ancient Ivory, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 3 ¾˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. This knife has a top lock that lifts to release the blade. It has a strong back spring. The owner states that this knife was made in 1979 and it is a one of a kind. It comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96391

$585.00

Paul Fox - X-Change a Blade Lockback
Folder, 3˝ Blade, Damascus Steel, Mother of Pearl Scales, Titanium Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 6 3/4˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. The blue titanium shield over the top of the blade is removable. Made to be used right or left handed. Comes in a zipper pouch.

KLSP96392

$745.00

Mel Pardue - Large Lockback
Folder, 4 1/4˝ Blade, Ivory Micarta Handle Scales, Nickel Slvr Bolsters, Nickel Silver Liners, 5 5/8˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Has some very light handling marks. Blade has a satin finish. The scrimshaw of Clark Gable was done by Adam Funmaker. The owner states that this is one of seven knives made by Mel Pardue in the mid to late 1970's for movie director John Ford. Each knife had a different scrimshaw of an actor that John Ford had worked with. The side of the scale on this knife is dated May 79. The blade is marked Pardue with a serial number of 007. It comes in a black leather pouch.

KLSP96393

$785.00

Remington Knives - R1630 Barlow Lockback
Folder, 3 7/8˝ Clip Combo, Carbon Steel, Sawcut Bone Scales, Iron Bolsters, Iron Liners, 5˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Made in the 1930s or 40s. Has been refinished. Has some light left over pitting in blade and bolsters. Few tiny chips on both scales. Blade has movement in the open position. No pouch.

KLSP96394

$680.00

Jerry Johnson - Signature Blade Drop Point
Fixed Blade, Full Tapered Tang, 3 5/8˝ Blade, Stainless Steel, Stag Handle Scales, 416 Stainless Guard, Black Liners, Mosaic Pins, 8˝ Overall, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Guard has a few light handling marks on it. Blade has a mirror polish finish with a clip point. Number 4308 on bottom of tang. Comes with a black leather sheath.

KLSP96395

$350.00

William Henry Knives - T10 AGr-3 Linerlock
Folder, 2 5/8˝ Blade, Stainless Damascus Steel, Mother of Pearl Handle Scales, Damascus Bolsters, Blue Titanium Liners, 3 1/2˝ Closed, Pre-owned. Not used or carried. Made in 2003. Limited to 100 pieces as an exclusive to A.G. Russell Knives. It comes with a black leather clip case in the original box with paperwork. Serial number #97/100.

KLSP96396

$660.00

Find More Knives at cuttingedge.com